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Topics for Discussion

� Importance of shale gas

� Issues and concerns

� Hydraulic fracturing

� Chemical additives

� Disclosure of chemicals to the public
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� Disclosure of chemicals to the public

� FracFocus



Shale Gas -
Introduction
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Importance of Shale Gas 
to the USA

� Natural gas is an 

important energy 

source for the United 

States.  Shale 

formations represent a 

growing source of 
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growing source of 

natural gas for the 

nation and are among 

the busiest oil and gas 

plays in the country. 

Source:  DOE/EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2013



Shale Plays in Other 
Parts of the World
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2013 Report on Global Shale Oil and Gas Reserves

� U.S. Department of Energy released a new report  in June 2013 that assessed 

137 shale formations in 41 countries.

– Prepared by Advanced Resources International

http://www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/worldshalegas/



Risked Shale Gas and Oil In-Place and Technically 
Recoverable – by Continent

Continent Shale Gas  (Tcf) Shale Oil (billion bbl) 

North America 

(Ex. U.S.) 1,118 21.9

Australia 437 17.5

South America 1,431 59.7

Source:  Advanced Resources 2013

South America 1,431 59.7

Europe 883 88.6

Africa 1,361 38.1

Asia 1,403 61.1

Sub-Total 6,634 286.9

U.S. 1,161 47.7

Total 7,795 334.6



Estimated Technically Recoverable Shale Oil and Gas 
Resources – Top 10 Countries

Source:  Advanced 

Resources 2013



Implications of Shale Oil and Gas Production for the USA

� Significantly lowered our imports (often 

from unsettled parts of the world)

� Less than a decade ago, the U.S. planned 

to open a series of LNG import terminals.  

Now those are no longer being planned.  

Instead, there are plans for LNG exports 

(pending political approval).  

� Natural gas prices remain low for home � Natural gas prices remain low for home 

owners and factories.

� Energy policy is shifting to rely more 

heavily on gas-fired power plants and 

vehicles.  

� Jobs are brought to previously depressed 

areas

� Tax revenue make substantial 

contributions to state and local 

governments

Source:  DOE/EIA website



1. Increasing production of inexpensive oil and gas delays the transition to 

renewable energy sources.

2. Shale gas uses too much water – often in arid areas

3. Opponents have various vested interests against additional oil and gas 

development

4. Slickly made Hollywood productions (e.g., Gasland, Promised Land) use 

photogenic and likeable actors to convey a message that is only partially 

Perceived Issues and Concerns Relating to Shale Oil and 
Gas Production

photogenic and likeable actors to convey a message that is only partially 

based on facts

5. Shale gas wastewater (flowback and produced water) are a serious 

problem

6. Shale gas and frac jobs create too much air emissions and greenhouse 

gases

7. Increased truck traffic on rural roads

8. Other socioeconomic issues

9. Use of chemicals in drilling and fracturing



Hydraulic 
Fracturing (HF)
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Frac Job Pumps Large Volume of Water, Sand, and 
Additives into the Well in Stages



Why Is Hydraulic Fracturing Used?

� Shale rock is very dense and has low permeability

– Hydraulic fracturing creates a network of small cracks in the rock that 

extend out as far as 1,000 feet laterally and vertically away from the well

� Virtually no shale gas wells in the U.S. would be developed unless 

hydraulic fracturing is done

� It is controversial and expensive, but is a critical element in cost-

effective productioneffective production



Chemicals in Frac 
Fluids
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Frac Fluid Composition

� Water  makes up ~90% of volume

� Sand makes up ~10% of volume

� All other chemical additives make up ~0.5% of volume

Source:  Shale Gas Primer, GWPC and ALL



Why Chemical Additives Are Used

Source:  Shale Gas Primer, GWPC and ALL



Why Chemical Additives Are Used (2)

Source:  Shale Gas Primer, GWPC and ALL



Disclosure of Chemical Additives

� One of the most contentious issues surrounding HF is that companies 

have not historically shared detailed information with regulators or the 

public on which chemicals are actually used in frac jobs

� Even if the chemicals used are not harmful, the public has concerns over 

the unknown and does not trust the industry to safeguard them

� Some information can be  obtained from the Material Safety Data Sheets 

(MSDSs)



Example MSDS

� Selected sections of 

the MSDS for NALCO         

EC 6116A are shown 

here
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Chemical Disclosure Registry

� MSDSs  provide some but not necessarily all of the information 

that regulators and the public want or need

� In April 2011, the Ground Water Protection Council and the 

Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission opened a new online 

system to host information about the chemical additives used in 

frac fluids and their ingredients

� Any interested person can visit the website and search for data � Any interested person can visit the website and search for data 

on a specific well

� As of mid-October 2013, data had been entered on more than 

57,000 wells representing over 540 oil and gas companies
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www.fracfocus.org



Frac Focus Homepage
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Example of Registry Record for Well in Texas

22Chesapeake Resources Well BSOA 14-14-15 H-1, De Soto County, LA, frac date 3/21/11
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Source: GWPC



• The original FracFocus (now referred to as FracFocus 1.0) was 

developed to fill an important gap in public disclosure 

information

– The programming and system design were done in a way that allowed 

FracFocus 1.0 to get underway quickly in early 2011

• As the volume of information entered into the system grew, 

industry, GWPC, and IOGCC realized that a more efficient data 

FracFocus 2.0

industry, GWPC, and IOGCC realized that a more efficient data 

management system was needed

– This led to the development of FracFocus 2.0 during 2012

• As of June 1, 2013 all data needed to be entered using the 

FracFocus 2.0 mechanism



• External FracFocus users (the public) can search for wells 

using a map or a standard interface (standard is faster)

Public Output of FracFocus 2.0



Use Standard Search



Results of Search

• Click on .pdf icon



Display the 

Public Disclosure 

Report in .pdf

Format

• Header information

• Additives with MSDSs• Additives with MSDSs

• Additives without MSDSs



Closer View of Disclosure Report

Great source of water volume data



• FracFocus 2.0 has several additional ways for users to search 

for wells

– CAS number

– Date range

– Specific ingredients

Other Ways to Search for Wells



Issues and Concerns Raised about FracFocus

� Does not give enough information to public

� Encourages more natural gas development instead of 

renewable energy sources

� Cannot directly compile records from multiple wells in a 

spreadsheet

– Some organizations have developed algorithms to “scrape” the data 

from FracFocus and make them available in a more user-friendly format

• SkyTruth• SkyTruth

• ScraperWiki

� Harvard University report – April 2013

– Companies have deadline to file disclosure reports

• FracFocus does not allow states to determine if disclosure was timely

– FracFocus uses a single set of forms that does not necessarily allow 

customized reporting for different states

– Allows companies to claim confidential status for too many chemicals



Final Thoughts

� Hydraulic fracturing used in combination with 

horizontal drilling technology has  been a 

game-changer for U.S. oil and gas production

� Hydraulic fracturing requires a lot of water 

and sand combined with small amounts of 

other chemicals

� The FracFocus website provides a very useful 

source of information on the names, types, source of information on the names, types, 

and volumes of chemicals actually used in 

each well

� FracFocus is not perfect, but it does fill a large 

niche of needed information

– Opponents of continued oil and gas 

development do not like FracFocus 

because it provides some justification for 

ongoing oil and gas activity 


